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Structural Solution to Reduce 
Coastal Vulnerability

Trip Wall

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A trip wall is essentially just any low-crested wall meant to break and reduce incident waves during extreme surge and wave conditions so that whatever properties you want protected aren’t being exposed to large waves.  They’re typically built in back bay areas inland from the marsh where you don’t have a dune or any natural features buffering you from extreme storm waves.The purpose is not to keep water out or act as a levee of any kind, as you can see this house is still elevated which is smart, but to reduce significant flood damage that comes from waves.  Since they’re intended to break extreme waves, they’ve gotta be designed and built to withstand those conditions.  In the US, for flood risk and insurance purposes that design condition is a 100-year storm.  Once you have that, you can have actually the structure certified by FEMA you can have the flood map changed to show your reduced flood risk which all sorts of benefits (reduced premiums).But before I go too in depth on these, I just want to give a quick overview on vulnerability and risk and how it’s estimated.



Understanding Vulnerability

About 29% of the U.S. 
population lives in 
coastal counties. About 
19% live in counties at 
high risk for hurricanes. 
(U.S. Census Bureau)

Between 2005 to 2017 
loss in property value 
has been identified at 
$15.9 billion due to 
increased coastal 
flooding. (First Street 
Foundation)

Estimated costs 
for improved 
infrastructure to 
protect from 
invading seas is 
$400 billion. 
(Center for 
Climate Integrity)

Hurricane Irma Image from NASA 
(2017) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this case we’re going to be talking about coastal  vulnerability, so hurricanes, tropical storms, sunny day flooding.  Anyone who lives near the coast (and especially here in SW Florida) knows this is not a new problem and is not going away any time soon.For example here you see this stat from First St Flood showing a loss of property value of almost 16 billion from 2005 to 2017.  That number has of course gone up even further over the last 5-6 years.



FEMA Flood Mapping Overview

• FEMA Maps -
Risk Analysis –
Coastal and 
Upland

• Nationwide 
Efforts

• Updated Every    
~7-15 Years

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The main way we assess vulnerability and understand our risk in the US is through FEMA’s Flood Mapping Program through their National Flood Insurance Program (or NFIP).  FEMA mapping is split into two types of risk analysis categories.  My focus today is only going to be the coastal side of the mapping.  FEMA Flood mapping, is really becoming a hot topic along our coastal areas, especially in Florida now where we’re seeing the new updated maps starting to come out. These are large-scale nationwide studies.  As we’ll see, these are not easy analyses.  Involve hurricane and surge/flood modeling, detailed wave analysis, overland wave modeling.Screenshot of region IV mapping contractors, BakerAECOM’s website.  



Coastal Flood Hazard Analysis 
Overview

Starting Wave 
Conditions

Transect Layout and 
Model Setup

High-Res 
Bathy/Top

o
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Erosion – Runup –

Overland Wave 
Propagation

Flood Zone 
Results – FEMA 
Map Products

Surge Analysis

Figure - www.r3coastal.com

Wave Analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So there are two main components of coastal hazard studies: Surge and WavesStart broad / regional with 2d and 3d models and then get very site-specific with transect analysis and overland wave propagation.



FEMA Flood Zones

AE Zone Flood Insurance ~ 10% of  VE Zone Insurance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From these analyses you can delineate areas into different flood zones based on the level of risk.  What the final product of a FEMA map shows is basically your degree of risk during a 1% annual chance event (more commonly called the 100-year storm).   What the map ultimately tells you, is what total flood elevation you can expect and what sort of zone are you in (VE, Coastal AE, Regular AE).From the analyses, looking at results of wave heights, the coastal floodplain gets split into AE zones and VE zones.  You can see here what differentiates a VE from an AE is a 3 ft wave height.  There’s other criteria that make something VE zone as well which I’ll go into.  Then within the AE zone, it gets split into Coastal A zone and regular AE zone, based on a 1.5 ft wave height criteria which and gets mapped by the Limit of Moderate Wave Action (LiMWA) line.  And the reason for this is that overtime we’ve started to see that even a 1.5 ft wave can cause significant damage so the international building code and I think also now the latest version of ASCE 7 basically treats anything in a Coastal A zone the same as a VE zone as far as building design and flood loads go.  A lot of local building ordinances are also starting to require VE zone construction standards in the Coastal A zone The maps are used for flood insurance rating but also give invaluable information for local communities and flood plain managers to understand their vulnerability.  I mentioned flood insurance premiums earlier and AE zone rates are typically only about 10% of the cost of what you’d be paying in a VE zone so there’s oftentimes big financial incentives to try to reduce risk and get a better flood zone.  This was with the old system of rating though, so that comparison is a probably a little different now that FEMA came out recently with their new RiskRating2.0 system for insurance rates.



FEMA Flood Map

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then here’s just a quick example of what these final product FEMA maps look like.  Here’s one for downtown Miami, you can see shows the zone type and then the base flood elevation or BFE underneath.  That BFE is your 100-year total flood elevation so includes the surge and wave effects.



FEMA Flood Zones

Furthest Inland Limit Gets Mapped

Coastal High Hazard Area – VE Zone

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, there are some other criteria that go into the VE zone besides the 3 ft wave height.The VE zone is also called the Coastal High Hazard Area (CHHA in the figure), and this is where you can expect more significant damaging conditions during the 100-year hurricane event.  So you’ve got other things besides waves causing coastal damage that go into this…wave runup, overtopping, and if you’re on the Primary Frontal Dune.  Ultimately the furthest inland of these defines limit of that VE zoneFor our purposes when it comes to trip wall, we’re really just concerned with Number 3 on this list-that 3ft wave height criteria.  We definitely don’t want to put these on the primary dune and weaken what the dunes already doing to protect us so #4 doesn’t apply, and these are intended to be submerged during a 100-year storm so runup/overtopping are assumed.  But we still do need to account for that splash distance where you can expect to have lots of overtopping and big wave splash over the wall before the surge comes in and it gets submerged completely.  Or say if you have a 25-year storm where the surge isnt terrible but you’ve still got waves splashing over.



Building in the Coastal Floodplain

• Plan and Design for Flood 
Elevations and Flood Loads
– Local Building 

Regulations
– FEMA Coastal 

Construction Manual
– ASCE 7 and International 

Building Code (IBC)
– Additional Considerations
– Saltwater/Salt Air 

Damage
– Wind Loads
– Floodproofing is an 

option

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what do we do this information.  Well for one it informs us how we need to be build if we’re in these zones.  This is where local building codes come in and what you can do to reduce flood damage risk just at the individual property level.  So elevate your bottom floor, maybe floodproof areas below BFE if you’re in a regular AE zone.  How you should be building if you’re in the coastal zone. This is where ASCE 7 and the FEMA Coastal construction manual come in.  



Key Climate Change Impacts to 
Coastal Communities

• Causes
– Sea Level 

Rise (SLR)
– Increased 

Storm 
Intensity

– Increased 
Rainfall

– Increased 
Erosion

• Threats
– Storm Surge
– Tidal (sunny 

day) 
Flooding

– Shoreline 
Recession

– Compound 
Flooding

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And of course climate change is also bringing increased vulnerability to the coastal floodplain and is bringing to light new vulnerabilities in areas that weren’t considered at risk just a couple decades ago.  Risk due to climate change impacts and SLR are not explicitly depicted on the FEMA flood maps.  FEMA updates their maps as quickly as possible with new data to account for changing climate, however, these can be delayed several years.  So best practice is to always include SLR, whether you’re elevating a building or designing a trip wall or pretty much just about any coastal project.  



Effects of Sea Level Rise

Modified from Biondi and Guannel (2018)

Coastal BFEs Increase by more than just SLR!

Base Flood Elevation  =  BFE is the total 100-yr Flood 
Elevation (includes surge and waves)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what effect does SLR really have on the flood risk for a property or community?  Well, when you’re dealing with extreme conditions at the coast, the wave height is actually limited by depth.  The wave can only be as big as the water depth will allow.  So surge is the main factor determining the height of that wave which rides on top the surge.  So you increase the surge due to SLR, you get a bigger wave on top.  Meaning these BFEs go up by more just the SLR value.  Short of doing any modeling or analysis a decent rule of thumb is you can assume for every 1 ft of increase in SLR, you’ll actually have a 2 ft jump in BFE.So we know communities were already dealing with these problems and now they’re facing these on a more regular basis. A lot of communities are choosing to increase their building freeboard requirement and encode stricter building regulations to plan for rising seas and increase their resiliency.  



Understanding Risks – Plan for the 
Future

 Today’s “X” Zone is Tomorrow’s Floodplain
 Increased erosion w/ SLR. Plan to design for coastal flood 

conditions

Erosion and Waves Reach 
Planned Building Location

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Besides BFEs going up, you’ve also got greater erosion potential.  Long story short is Plan for the future…I know it’s a redundant statement…but if you live on the coast, your risk sure isn’t going down.Here’s just a quick example of a site looking to put a hotel on the beach in myrtle beach, SC.  Some developers might look at the FEMA maps get a false sense of security and say “hey, we’re x zone we don’t have to design for any of this V zone stuff”.  But these guys were smart, they wanted to protect their investment and they knew “look we’re on the open coast, we know this buildings at risk especially looking into the future and we want to design for it.”.  Looked at the erosion potential when you include sea level rise and turns out, you can get some significant scour back to the building and waves able to get there so they went ahead and did deep pile foundation and designed with these wave loads you can get in the future.



Mitigation Strategies

• Elevate above Design 
Flood Elevation (DFE)
– Include additional 

freeboard and plan 
for future SLR

• Flood Openings For 
Portions Below DFE

• Wet and Dry 
Floodproofing

• Structural Solutions –
Trip Wall
– Serves to reduce DFE 

and hydrodynamic 
loads (i.e., wave 
damage)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So again building in the coastal floodplain or what might probably be in the future you have some mitigation options.  Say you’re an individual homeowner or part of an HOA, or say you’re a developer looking to be proactive. Do all the same things you should be doing anyway but account for SLR.  Again you can elevate, floodproof, and if you’re a neighborhood or condo association, it may make sense to install a tripwall.  This can reduce those total flood levels and damage potential, but still a good idea to keep elevated since there’s no reason not to use multiple strategies if you’re really trying to mitigate risk.



Liberty Hill Farm Trip Wall              
Mt. Pleasant, SC

• 2,400 LF wall
– Primarily aluminum 

sheetpile, with H-
piles and concrete 
lag wall sections

• Designed for 100-
year storm w/ SLR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So these next few slides I’m going to talk about a recent trip wall project we did.  This was in Mount pleasant, SC along this estuarine backbay shoreline.  So on the mainland here back behind Isle of Palms.  An area where, obviously not a whole lot you can to stop surge getting to you, it surges up pretty bad in these back bay areas and it’s all pretty flat low elevations back here on the mainland, but you can do something to break the waves coming in.  So this was a housing developer putting in a new neighborhood here and looking to protect the lots they wanted to sell off.  You reduce the risk on the property and property values go up.  Not to mention reduces the insurance they’re paying on the properties before they sell off.The trip wall was completed in spring of 2021 by Cape Romain contractors.  Construction took about 4.5 months.  40 ft long aluminum PZH-159 pile sheets used, and some concrete lag wall sections with H piles were used so we could avoid damaging some tree roots, I think it was grand oaks mostly.  The wall was designed for 100-yr storm and we included a SLR allowance. (0.5).  



Liberty Hill Farm Trip Wall              
Mt. Pleasant, SC

• Design analyses – scour, wave 
transmission, overtopping, splash 
distance. 

• Structural Design  - Hydro & Debris 
Impact Loads.  

• Several scenarios considered

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Specific Criteria need to be met to meet FEMA certified structure.  For our design analysis, one of the main thing’s was checking wave transmission, multiple methods to make sure the crest elevation is adequate to really trip these waves significantly to get below that 1.5 ft criteria.  Also looking at scour, overtopping rates to make sure during those lower surge levels and calculating that splash distance I mentioned earlier.  Here it’s about 20 ft, so the developer knew to site the lots so the houses were always set back a good distance.Structural – Breaking Wave load (critical force on waterward side), debris impact load, receding water load (critical force on landward side). Also for FEMA approval, you need to have coordination with US Fish and Wildlife to ensure the project’s compliant with the Endangered Species Act.  Fortunately here they had gotten an army corps wetlands permit on the site so we had that ready to go.



Liberty Hill Farm Trip Wall

• Reduced vulnerability reflected 
through a FEMA Letter of Map 
Revision (LOMR)

• Annual inspections required to 
maintain FEMA certified structure 
status

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The tripwall was a successful project and was used to change the FEMA floodmaps and re-zone the property into the regular, less hazardous AE zones, so out of the VE zone and out of the LiMWA area where they had been mapped before.  And the cost was $1.9 million or ~$820 per LF.  Keep in mind this was luckily pre-Covid / supply chain issues, inflation etc) so the pzh aluminum cost I’m sure has gone up quite a bit.



Seawall Reinforcement

Now in an AE zone

Atlantic Ocean

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here I just wanted to show this example as well just to show that these don’t have to be new structures.  You can retro-fit an existing structure to meet 100-yr conditions, beef it up, raise the cap elevation and plan for SLR to mitigate some of your risk. 



Engineer for Recovery

Plan Better
Embed Climate 

Adaptation

EXTREME 
EVENT

Rebuild Better
Include Climate 

Adaptation

BOUNCE 
FORWARD
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